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Let X be a set with n elements and write IZk for the set of all ordered par- 
titions of X into k sets: 
n,= 
i 
A=(Ai)f: (J Ai=X,AinA,=@ifi#j . 
i= 1 1 
The weight of a partition A = (Ai): is 
-I 
w(A)=w(A,,...,A,)= 
where ui = IA il. Two partitions A = (Ai): and B = (B,): are unrelated if 
there is no i such that Ai# Bi and either Aic Bi or B,cA,. The LYM 
inequality of Lube11 [Z], Yamamoto [4], and Meshalkin [3] states that if 
d c I7, is a family of unrelated partitions then 
Jd w(A)< 1. (1) 
In fact, this inequality is a special case of a theorem in Bollobas [l], 
where it is proved also that equality holds in (1) iff n = a, + a2 and consists 
of all partitions (A,, A,) of X with IAll =ur, IA21 =a2. The result below 
extends this assertion to all values of k. 
THEOREM. Let s!’ c 17, be a family of unrelated partitions. Then 
AJ& w(A) G 1. (2) 
Equality holds in (2) ifs n = a, + . . . + uk and d consists of all partitions 
A = (Ai)/; with (Ai1 = ai, 1 <i< k. 
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Proof Let us apply induction on k. If k = 1 the assertion is trivial and if 
k = 2 then, as remarked above, the assertion is contained in [ 11. Assume 
then that k 3 3 and the assertion holds for smaller values of k. 
For BcX set d(B)= {(Ai):: (B,A2,A3 ,..., A,)E&} and let &,= 
{B: B= A, for some (Ai): E J&‘} = {B: d(B) # @}. Note that, by the 
definition of the weight function, for (Ai): E Z7k we have 
w(A,, X\A,) w,, . . . . Ak) = W(A,, . . . . Ak). 
Therefore, 
A E .d BE.&, AG.LX’(E) 
A~.d(ft) 
Here the first inequality holds because d(B) is a family of unrelated par- 
titions of X\ B into k - 1 sets and the second inequality holds because 
{(B, X\B): BE&~ is a family of unrelated partitions of X into two sets. 
Suppose now that we have equality in (2). Then 
c ~(4 X\B) = 1, 
BE&l 
so, by the induction hypothesis for k = 2, there is an a, such that di is the 
set of all a,-subsets of X. Furthermore, 
AE;(,, w(A*, ...Y Ak) = 1 
must hold for all BE &, , so for every BE JCZ’~ there are u,(B), . . . . u,(B) such 
that d(B) consists of all partitions (Ai)‘; of X\ B with [Ai1 = a,(B). Finally, 
as the sets A,, . . . . A, play analogous roles, a,(B) = ai for all BE ~4 and 
2 < i< k. Thus d consists of all partitions 
l<i<k. 
As an immediate consequence of the result 
theorem. 
(Ai): of X with IAil =uj, 
above, we get Meshalkin’s 
COROLLARY. The maximal curdinulity of a family d c IIk of unrelated 
partitions is 
where bi=L(n+i-l)/kJ. 
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